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Phylogenetics is the research of ancestor-descendant relationships among different 
groups of organisms, for example, species or populations of interest. The datasets 
involved are usually sequence alignments of various subsets of taxa for various genes. 
A major task of phylogenetics is often to combine estimated gene trees from many 
loci sampled from the genes into an overall estimate species tree topology. Eventually, 
one can construct the tree of life that depicts the ancestor-descendant relationships for 
all known species around the world. If there is missing data or incomplete sampling in 
the datasets, then supertree methods can be used to assemble gene trees with different 
subsets of taxa into an estimated overall species tree topology. 
 
In this study, we assume that gene tree discordance is solely due to incomplete lineage 
sorting under the multispecies coalescent model (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). If 
there is missing data or incomplete sampling in the datasets, then supertree methods 
can be used to assemble gene trees with different subsets of taxa into an estimated 
species tree topology. In addition, we examine the performance of the most commonly 
used supertree method (Wilkinson et al., 2009), namely matrix representation with 
parsimony (MRP), to explore its statistical properties in this setting. In particular, 
we show that MRP is not statistically consistent. That is, an estimated species tree 
topology other than the true species tree topology is more likely to be returned by 
MRP as the number of gene trees increases. For some situations, using longer branch 
viii 
lengths, randomly deleting taxa or even introducing mutation can improve the 
performance of MRP so that the matching species tree topology is recovered more 
often.  
 
In conclusion, MRP is a supertree method that is able to handle large amounts of 
conflict in the input gene trees. However, MRP is not statistically consistent, when 




1.1 Research objective 
In phylogenetics, evolutionary trees describe the heritage of species or populations,   
Estimated species tree can be constructed from gene trees which are sampled at 
different loci. One issue is that not all the genes are always sampled for each taxon, 
(i.e. missing data or incomplete sampling). If there is little missing data, a feasible 
approach to this problem is consensus methods where one only keeps genes sampled 
for all taxa. However, for real-world datasets, this may exclude useful information. 
 
Supertree methods on the other hand are suitable for datasets with incomplete 
sampling. The supertree method called matrix representation with parsimony (MRP) 
is studied in this thesis. MRP was originally proposed independently by Baum (1992) 
and Ragan (1992). Since then, there has been debate about the properties of MRP. Its 
main advantages are: apparently accurate and well resolved supertree; parsimony is a 
familiar and well-understand optimization (Bininda-Emonds, 2004). However, its 
main disadvantages are: non-independence of input trees and weighting nodes in 
source phylogenies (Gatesy and Springer, 2004). 
   
As the numbers of input trees or shared taxa increases, it is common to have conflict 
among the input trees. Essentially, MRP weights the evidence in different input trees 
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to handle the conflict, without having any input trees overwhelming the rest. With the 
aid of modern computer power, we can explore the properties of MRP from new 
perspectives. 
 
In this project, we will investigate the consistency of MRP for inferring species trees 
from gene trees so that MRP is statistically consistent if and only if the probability of 
returning the matching species tree goes to 1 as the number of gene trees goes to 
infinity. We take 2 approaches to achieve this goal, namely a simulation and an 
analytical study. For simplicity, we only study selected bifurcating true species trees 
in this study. That is, each node of the tree can only have exactly 2 descendants. 
 
1.2 Outline 
Chapter 2 gives some background information about the phylogenetics field, the ideas 
of species tree and gene tree, some methods available in the literature and an example 
to demonstrate how MRP works. 
 
Chapter 3 describes the simulation procedure and the idea of an outgroup. 
It also discusses the mutation model and pruning schemes used in the simulation and 
how to assess the performance of MRP. This chapter ends by several applications of 
4-taxon, 5-taxon and 20-taxon species trees and results to illustrate the performance of 
MRP under difference simulation settings. 
3 
Chapter 4 explains the idea of the expected parsimony score and its implementation. It 
provides some applications to 4-taxon and 5-taxon in difference circumstances that 
demonstrate the conditions for which MRP is consistent and also some guidelines of 






2.1 Introduction of phylogenetics 
Phylogenetics is a tool to gain an insight into the ancestor-descendant relationship of 
species through a variety of methods. An approach is to infer a species tree using a set 
of input gene trees sampled from an underlying true species tree, which is unknown in 
general. The species tree is used to describe the ancestor-descendant relationships of a 
set of populations, whereas the ancestor-descendant relationships for the same gene 
sampled from several individuals in different populations is denoted by the gene tree. 
The tips of both species trees and gene trees are called taxa. The set of relationships 
between all taxa is represented by the tree topology. 
  
An example species tree with 3 taxa A, B 
and C. 
Height and width of the species tree 
represents the generations and the 
population size respectively.  
Notice that populations A and B  
have a closer relationship to each other 
than to C.  
 
An example gene tree that is sampled 
from the species tree at the left.  
Lineages A and B join first at a node 
going backwards in time before joining 
with C, which indicates that lineages A 
and B are more closely related to each 
other than to lineage C.  
Nodes of gene tree represent coalescence 
event where 2 genes are copied from the 
same ancestral gene. 
Figure 1. Species tree and gene tree with the same topology ((A,B),C). 
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Gene tree discordance occurs where the topology of the gene tree is different from the 
topology of the true species tree. The source of gene tree discordance can be 
incomplete lineage sorting; horizontal gene transfer; gene duplication and loss; 
hybridization and recombination. In this research, we assume incomplete lineage 
sorting as the sole cause of gene tree discordance. In incomplete lineage sorting, 2 or 
more lineages fail to coalesce within the most closely related populations first. This 
makes it possible for at least 1 of the lineages to coalesce with a lineage that comes 
from a less related population. 
  
An example of incomplete lineage 
sorting. 
The lineage from population B coalesces 
with a less related lineage from 
population C first going backwards in 
time instead of the lineage from 
population A, even though population A 
and B are the most closely related in this 
example. 
An example where incomplete lineage 
sorting does not occur. 
The lineage from population B coalesces 
with lineage from the most closely related 
population A first going backwards in 
time. 
 
Figure 2. Incomplete lineage sorting. 
Consensus and supertree are 2 phylogenetics methods that can be used to infer species 
trees. Both methods summarise the relationships within a set of input trees. The main 
difference is that supertree methods only require the input trees to have overlapping 
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taxa sets, whereas consensus methods need every input tree to have the same taxa set. 
Hence, supertree methods are a generalisation of consensus methods by allowing 
different subsets of taxa for different gene trees. In practice, it is not always feasible to 
sample every single taxon for all genes of interest. Therefore, researchers in the 
phylogenetics field often prefer supertree methods. Consensus methods only work 
when every taxon is sampled for every gene (i.e. no missing data). 
 
2.2 Consensus methods 
Majority-rule consensus and greedy consensus are examples of simple consensus 
methods to construct a tree from input trees with the same set of taxa. Both algorithms 
use the probabilities of clades to infer trees. A clade is a subset of at least 2 taxa that is 
monophyletic, meaning most recent common ancestor of the taxa is not ancestral to 
any other taxa on the tree. The majority-rule consensus method only uses those clades 
that occur more than 50% of the time in the input trees (Felsenstein, 2004). However, 
the greedy consensus method assembles a tree by gradually adding the most frequent 
clade which is compatible with clades that already accepted in the tree (randomly 
breaking the ties) (Bryant, 2003). The greedy consensus method is also known as the 
majority-rule extended consensus method (Degnan et al., 2009).  
 
Figures 4 and 5 are used to illustrate how majority-rule consensus and greedy 



















Figure 3. Input trees and clades probabilities.  
Clade {AC} occurs twice from the input trees (top row),  
its corresponding clade probability is 2/4 = 1/2 and so forth. 
 
 
{ABCD} is the only clade with probability 
bigger than 1/2 in the list.  
 
Therefore, an unresolved tree is returned by 
the majority-rule consensus, also known as 
the star tree. 
 










{ABCD} is the most frequent and 
compatible clade in the list. 
 
An unresolved tree is returned by the 




Because both {AC} and {ABC} are the most frequent and compatible clades (a tie) at 




Greedy consensus picks 




Greedy consensus picks 
clade {AC} first: 
 
{ABC} is the 
most frequent 
clade from the 
list and 
compatible with 
{ABCD} clade.  
 
{AC} is the most 
frequent clade 





Then, {AC} is 
the most 
frequent clade in 
the list and 
compatible with 
{ABC} clade.  
 
Then, {ABC} is 
the most 
frequent clade in 
the list and 
compatible with 
{AC} clade.  
 
The same tree is returned in both cases by greedy consensus in this example.  
However, this is not true in general. 
Figure 5. Greedy consensus approach. 
 
2.3 Supertree methods  
The most popular supertree method is matrix representation with parsimony (MRP) 
(Wilkinson et al., 2009). The idea is basically to represent each input tree into a matrix 
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form. Each column of the matrix records the taxa descended from a particular internal 
node of the input tree, and each row represents a distinct taxon (Sanderson et al., 
1998). Let M denote the matrix representation block of a tree where Mij is the entry at 
row i and column j. Under this matrix representation, a question mark “?” is used to 
denote those taxa that do not occur in the current input tree (i.e. missing data); Mij = 1 
if taxon i is descended from node j of the current input tree and Mij = 0 otherwise. The 
original tree structure and its matrix representation form have a one-to-one 
correspondence (Bininda-Emonds, 2004). A row of 0's is added at the end, which is 
same as adding an outgroup (see Section 3.5).   
 





  denote the overall matrix block such that each row 
represents a unique taxon and each column records the descendant of a node from an 






  where is  is the taxa set of the input tree i.  
 
If the full taxon set has size n = S  taxa, for the ith input tree with nn
i
  taxa, 
such input tree contributes ni – 2 columns to the overall matrix representation M 
because there are exactly ni – 2 internal nodes (not including the roots) as 















A 1 1 
B 1 1 
D 0 1 
C 0 0 
Outgroup 0 0 
 
     nodes 
taxon 
1 2 
A 0 1 
B 0 1 
D 1 0 
C 1 0 











     nodes 
taxon 
Tree one 
  1        2 
Tree two 
   1        2               
Tree 
three 
A 1 1 0 1 1 
B 1 1 0 1 1 
D 0 1 1 0 0 
C 0 0 1 0 ? 
Outgroup 0 0 0 0 0 
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Matrix representation of the three input trees: 
 
 
Figure 7. Input trees and the corresponding matrix representation form. 
After coding all the input trees into the matrix form, a tree (or set of tied trees) is 
returned by MRP if and only if its parsimony score total is the lowest among all 
possible candidate trees that contain the full taxa set S. For the example in  
Figure 7, tree 1 has taxa A, B, C and D; tree 2 has A, B, C and D; tree 3 has A, B and 
D. Hence, the union taxon set or the full taxa set S is A, B, C and D, for which there 
are 15 possible topologies (Felsenstein, 2004), see Figure 8. The parsimony score 
indicates that the output tree has the fewest evolutionary changes or in other words, it 
is the most parsimonious. Equivalently, there are as few evolutionary events as 
possible needed to yield the input trees from the output tree (Felsenstein, 2004). 
Figure 9 is an example of how to calculate the parsimony score. 
A 1 1 0 1 1 
B 1 1 0 1 1 
D 0 1 1 0 0 
C 0 0 1 0 ? 
Outgroup 0 0 0 0 0 
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A candidate tree. The first column of Figure 7. 
  
  
Using a 0 or 1 to denote the 
root of the candidate tree at 
the top, so that one needs to 
find the parsimonious 
(fewest) changes to match 
exactly the 1’s and 0’s at tips 
of the candidate tree. 
   
Let calculate the parsimony score for the first column of Figure 7 against the candidate 
tree. Notice that not all the possible cases are covered in (a) to (c) below. 
 
   
Need 1 change of 0 → 1, 
at somewhere along the 
marked edge in (a).  
The parsimony score is 1. 
Need 2 changes of 0 → 1, 
at somewhere along the 
marked edge in (b).  
The parsimony score is 2. 
Need 2 changes of 1 → 0, at 
somewhere along the 
marked edge in (c).  
The parsimony score is 2. 
   
Therefore, the parsimonious change is 1 as illustrated in (a), so that the corresponding 
parsimony score for the first column of Figure 7 against the given candidate tree is 1. 
Figure 9. Parsimony score. 
For the example given in Figure 7, the MRP output tree is found by calculating the 
parsimony scores for all the input trees against all the 15 candidate trees (Figure 8) 
and picking the tree with the lowest parsimony score total as the output tree.  
14 
 
Figure 10. Parsimony score of 4-taxon topologies. 
It is easy to calculate the parsimony score and infer trees by hand where there are 
small numbers of input trees and taxa set. For large numbers of input trees, one can 







3 Simulation study 
 
The previous chapters provide some background information about this research. In 
this chapter, the simulation approach is discussed in detail, such as the procedure, 
possible pruning schemes, mutation model, usage of outgroup and the assessment.  
 
The results for different known species trees with various settings are given at the end 
of this chapter to demonstrate the performance of MRP. We employ simulation in this 
study because the true species tree being known at the beginning makes it is easy to 
evaluate the performance of MRP for different conditions precisely and automatically.  
 
3.1 Simulation procedure 
For this simulation study, the gene trees sampled from a known species tree are used 
as the input trees and the output tree returned by MRP is treated as the estimated 
species tree. Using several packages and software, the simulation procedure involves 
the following 6 key steps, for which is developed and run under the Linux 
environment. 
1. Sampling gene trees from a known true species tree,  
  using COAL (Degnan and Salter, 2005); 
2. Applying pruning scheme to the gene trees, using APE (Paradis et al., 2004); 
3. Introducing mutation to the gene trees, if applicable 
16 
  using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly, 1997) / PAUP* (Swofford, 2002); 
4. Converting gene trees into matrix representation form,  
  using Clann (Creevey and McInerney, 2005); 
5. Returning estimated species tree(s) based on the parsimony criterion,  
  using PAUP* (Swofford, 2002); 
6. Assessing the performance,  
  using R (R Development Team, 2009) / PHANGORN (Klaus, 2010). 
 
The procedure is carried out by repeating the first 5 steps i = 300 times such that for 
each iteration, a same number of gene trees is sampled firstly from the same species 
tree and then, the same combinations of mutation and pruning scheme are employed.  
 
A different numbers of gene trees from the same species tree are sampled and run 
through the first 5 steps i times again with the same setting of mutation and pruning 
scheme, if needed. Finally, all the outputs from various numbers of gene trees are 
used to assess the performance of MRP for the species tree in the given settings of 
mutation and pruning scheme in the last step of the procedure.  
 
It is efficient to apply pruning schemes before mutation when possible. This is 
because the sample size is reduced when pruning taxa from the gene trees. Therefore, 
it will take less time to complete the mutation afterwards. To this end, the simulation 
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procedure is run faster compared to the other way around. 
 
3.2 Pruning schemes 
3 main types of pruning schemes that can be applied to the gene trees are:  
(i) randomly pruning a fixed number of taxa with equal probability of pruning each 
taxon; (ii) randomly pruning a different number of taxa with equal probability of 
pruning each taxon; and (iii) custom pruning schemes where randomly pruning a 
subset of possible taxa with unequal probability of pruning each taxon. The 
probability of pruning each individual taxon is non-negative and always adds up to 1 
exactly for all these 3 cases. 
 
The consensus setting is where each gene tree always has the same full set of taxa, 
which is equivalent to pruning no taxa. The supertree setting is used to address the 
case where some taxa are pruned from the gene trees, even when only 1 taxon is 
pruned. If a pruning scheme prunes all the possible taxa from every input gene tree, 
then no useful information is available, i.e. the gene trees are non-informative. Clearly, 
there are a maximal number of taxa that can be pruned from each gene tree so that 
every input gene tree is informative. Essentially, for the ith gene tree with ni ≤ n taxa 
and the full taxon set has size n = S  taxa, one can prune at most ni – 3 taxa from the 
ith gene tree; otherwise the ith gene tree is non-informative. For example, if the full 
taxon set size is 4, then at most       taxon can be pruned from a given gene 
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tree. If more than 1 taxon is pruned, then the resulting gene tree is non-informative. In 
other words, the corresponding parsimony score of such gene tree is always the same 
against all the possible candidate trees. 
 
It will be shown later that for some combinations of branch lengths and topologies the 
matching estimated species tree topology is returned less often with the consensus 
setting as the number of known gene trees increases. In contrast, the performance of 
MRP is improved with the supertree setting, for which the estimated matching species 
tree topology is more likely to be returned. 
  
Because there are so many possible combinations of pruning schemes, we only 
explore some simple pruning schemes in the simulation to demonstrate the 
performance of MRP in these situations. 
 
3.3 Mutation model 
Introducing mutation to the simulated gene trees adds noise in order to obtain more 
realistic samples. The simplest 4-state mutation model, namely the Jukes-Cantor 
model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969; Felsenstein, 2004) is used to illustrate the mutation 
effect. In a nutshell, there are four bases A, G, C and T in a DNA sequence, A and G 
are called purines, C and T are called pyrimidines. In the Jukes-Cantor model, each 
base in the DNA sequence has the same probability to change within a given time. If 1 
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changes, it changes to 1 of the 3 remaining bases with the same probability. As a 
result, one can expect an equal frequency of the 4 bases DNA sequence after a certain 
amount of time units.  
 
In this simulation study, for each individual gene tree, the DNA sequence are first 
generated by employing the software Seq-Gen and applying the Jukes-Cantor model 
for sequences of length 800 nucleotides. Then, gene trees are estimated from the 
resulting DNA sequences using neighbor-joining in PAUP*. If 2 or more estimated 
gene trees are outputted in a given iteration, only 1 is chosen at random. This is to 
ensure that the same numbers of gene trees are returned. 
 
Neighbor-joining is used because it is a fast approximate distance method. Essentially, 
the clusters are used to estimate a tree from the distance (i.e. the branch lengths) 
matrix of taxa. The taxa (tips) with the lowest distance total between them are 
combined to form a cluster, which is then considered as a new taxon. This is repeated 
until 2 taxa are remained, and then attach the remaining 2 taxa directly by a branch 
length (Saitou and Nei, 1987; Felsenstein, 2004).    
 
A key point to keep in mind is that the branch lengths of the species tree are measured 
in coalescent units, where a 1 unit branch length represents Ne generations, and Ne is 
the effective population size. However, the expected number of changes is used in the 
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mutation model, which is a different scale. The solution is to adjust the branch lengths 
of the simulated gene trees to the expected number of changes by multiplying the 
branch lengths with θ/2 where θ = 0.01 in Seq-Gen. This is because θ = 2Neµ and µ is 
the mutation rate per site per generation. Let T denote the number of generations. 
Then, we have that T/Ne is the corresponding branch length in coalescent time units, 
and (θ/2)·T/Ne = µT is the expected number of changes that happen in T generations 
(Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009). 
 
In this simulation study, we use the phrase “estimated gene trees” to refer to the 
situation where gene trees are obtained from the described mutation model above, and 
the phrase “simulated gene trees” when gene trees are purely simulated from the 
known true species tree. 
 
3.4 Assessing the performance 
The assessments are: (i) probabilities of inferring different species tree topologies and 
(ii) Robinson-Foulds distance (Robinson and Foulds, 1981). Both methods evaluate 
the consistency of MRP for inferring matching species trees in difference respects.  
 
Method (i) is to calculate the proportion of times that each possible species tree is 
produced by MRP with the same settings. For any given iteration that yields k 
estimated species trees, each returned tree is weighted by 1 / k. Then, for all iterations 
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the weighted average is the overall proportion of times that each corresponding 
species tree is returned. To this end, method (i) gives the distribution of each 
estimated species tree outputted by MRP for particular settings. Consequently, MRP is 
statistically consistent if and only if the probability of returning the matching 
estimated species tree approaches 1, as the number of gene trees increases towards 
infinity.  
 
Method (i) is useful for species tree with a small number taxa, i.e. less than 10, 
because the number of possible candidate trees increases dramatically as the number 
of taxa increases. For example, there are more than 30 million possible trees with 10 
taxa (Felsenstein, 2004), making it hard to cover all of them in the simulation. 
 
On the other hand, method (ii) is fast especially for trees with many taxa, e.g. 10 and 
more. This is because only the estimated species tree returned by MRP and the true 
species tree are used to calculate the Robinson-Foulds distance.  
 
Method (ii) is defined as the following in this simulation study. For only 2 trees A and 
B, let a be the number of clades that occur in tree A but not in tree B, similarly let b be 
the number of clades that occur in tree B but not in tree A. Then the sum, d = a + b is 
the Robinson-Foulds distance of these 2 trees. For iterations that output more than 1 
estimated species tree, d is calculated for each estimated species tree against the true 
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species tree separately and the average is used as the Robinson-Foulds distance for 
that iteration. The overall Robinson-Foulds distance D is given by finding the average 
of d. Figure 11 is an example of the Robinson-Foulds distance. 
 
Figure 11. Robinson-Foulds distance. 
There are     internal nodes for a bifurcating tree with n taxa. With the same taxa 
set, the maximal nodes that 2 bifurcating trees can not agree are      , as both of 
them always have the same clade (i.e. the full taxa set) at the root. Thus, the maximal 
Robinson-Foulds distance of 2 bifurcating trees with the same n taxa is        . 
The Robinson-Foulds distance measurement is normalized such that it is a score 
between 0 and 1 by dividing with the maximal Robinson-Foulds distance. Then, a 
normalized Robinson-Foulds distance with a score of 0 indicates that the estimated 
species tree topology is exactly same as the true species tree topology. Similarly, a 
score of 1 means these 2 topologies are completely different from each other. 
Therefore, the estimated species tree topology is more similar to the true species tree 
topology if the corresponding normalized Robinson-Foulds distance is closer to 0 and 
more dissimilar if the score is near 1. One can say MRP is statistically consistent if 
23 
and only if the respective normalized Robinson-Foulds distance is approaching 0, as 
the number of gene trees increases.  
 
3.5 Outgroup 
Both species trees and gene trees can be in rooted or unrooted topology form. The 
main difference is that in the unrooted case (Figure 12), there is no direction of time. 
Because of this, it is possible for species trees and gene trees with different rooted 
topologies to end up having the same unrooted topology (Figure 13). 
Consequently, it is hard to distinguish different topologies of species trees and gene 

























The top and bottom left rooted trees have the same unrooted topology because both 
trees have the same clade {AB} at the left side and clade {CD} at the right, although 
these 2 trees have different rooted topologies. 
Figure 13. Same unrooted topology. 
On the other hand, one can recover a rooted topology from an unrooted topology by 
rooting at a selected taxon. Notice that it is possible to produce different rooted 
topologies by rooting at different taxa even starting from the same unrooted topology, 








If root at taxon A If root at taxon C If root in the middle 




   
Figure 14. Rooting the unrooted topology. 
For this simulation study, both the estimated gene trees and the estimated species tree 
are outputted in unrooted topologies from PAUP*. However, both the true species tree 
and the corresponding simulated gene trees are in rooted topologies. In order to avoid 
the issue illustrated in Figures 13 and 14, a taxon X is used as the outgroup with a 
large branch length (e.g. 30 coalescent units) attached to the rooted true species tree 
such that all simulated gene trees from this species tree are automatically rooted and 
have taxon X as the outgroup. Taxon X is not deleted from any of the gene trees with 
any pruning schemes. For the case of mutation, all estimated gene trees are always 
rooted at taxon X. It is essential to root all trees at the same outgroup, otherwise 
26 
unreliable gene trees will produce. That is, all gene trees and species tree will always 
















Different unrooted topologies from different rooted topologies because trees have 
different clades at the right side, e.g. {DE} and {CE} respectively. 
If rooted the unrooted topologies at taxon E will always return the corresponding 
rooted topologies to the left.  





3.6 Species trees with 4 taxa and outgroup  
In this setting, topologies of 4-taxon ((((A,B),C),D),E) and (((A,B),(C,D)),E) with 
outgroup taxon E were examined. The performance of MRP was tested for selected 
branch lengths with different combinations of mutation and pruning. The pruning 
scheme was either always randomly deleting 0 or 1 taxon from each gene tree used so 
that all of them are informative. All the possible resulting settings were carried out by 
following the described simulation procedure above for various number of simulated 
and estimated gene trees: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 
1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2500 and 3000 with 300 replications in each case. The 
assessment was to calculate the probabilities of returning different estimated species 
tree topologies. Relevant results are discussed to show the performance of MRP under 
different circumstances. 
 
3.6.1 Under topology ((((A,B),C),D),E) 
Figure 16 illustrates the true species tree model used and a possible MRP estimated 
species tree topology. There were 2 sets of branch lengths measured in coalescent 
units used, (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05) and (0.1, 0.1). Hence, there were 8 possible cases: 2 
sets of branch lengths, 2 pruning schemes and 2 kinds of gene trees (simulated and 
estimated). Only 4 of the most frequently returned estimated species trees topology 
were reported to show the performance of MRP in different settings. 
28 
 
The species tree used in the simulation with branch lengths (x, y)  
and a taxon E as the outgroup with branch length of 30 coalescent units. 
  
The matching MRP estimated species tree 
topology with the same outgroup. 
A non-matching MRP estimated species 
tree topology with the same outgroup. 
Figure 16. Species tree model and possible outcomes. 
The results show the effects of branch lengths, mutation and pruning scheme. The 
non-matching estimated species tree topology in Figure 16b was returned most 
frequently, when the branch lengths (x, y) were short, e.g. (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05). With 
these branch lengths, a larger proportion of simulated gene trees from this species tree 
had the non-matching topology (Figure 16b) than the matching topology (Figure 16a). 
The non-matching estimated species tree topology Figure 16b was more often 




Figure 17. No pruning under the true species tree in Figure 16.  
All plots have the same legend as the top left one.  
If the most frequently outputted estimated species tree topology matched with the true 
species tree topology, then the proportions of time of returning the matching species 
trees was significantly lower with shorter branch lengths, (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05) 
compared to (0.1, 0.1). For example, about 37 % less often with 3000 gene trees, 
respectively (compare the bottom row of Figure 17). 
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Figure 18. Pruning 1 taxon randomly under the true species tree in Figure 16.  
All plots have the same legend as the top left one. 
The performance of MRP was affected by applying the pruning scheme to the gene 
trees. For instance, the most probable MRP estimated tree topology matched the true 
species tree topology with a short branch lengths (x, y) = (0.05,0.05) when exactly 1 
taxon was pruned from the simulated gene trees. However, when no pruning was used 
the most frequent MRP estimated species tree topology did not match the true species 
tree topology (compare the top left of Figures 17 and 18). Because there was less 
information available with pruned gene trees, this result suggested that sometimes the 
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performance of MRP was improved with less information. This counterintuitive result 
can be explained by the robustness of supertree methods using rooted triples 
(Wilkinson et al., 2005; Steel and Rodrigo, 2008). It follows that by randomly pruning 
1 taxon, all the gene trees were in the form of rooted triple. This suggests that MRP is 
robust with such gene trees in the sense that the matching estimated species tree 
topology is returned most often. 
 
However, applying pruning schemes can diminish the performance of MRP in some 
cases. For example, with 3000 simulated gene trees with the branch lengths  
(x, y) = (0.1,0.1), the matching estimated species tree topology was returned at about 
88.9% of the time without pruning scheme; but only 83.8% if 1 taxon was pruned 
from each gene tree (compare the top right of Figures 17 and 18). Similar patterns can 
be found in the rest respective pairs of the figures. Hence, under the true species tree 
topology ((((A,B),C),D),E), these results suggested that there was no unique effect of 
the pruning scheme on the performance of MRP. 
 
The performance of MRP with estimated gene trees had similar outcomes as the 
pruning schemes under the true species tree topology ((((A,B),C),D),E) in the 
simulation. On the one hand, the matching estimated species tree topology was 
yielded more often if using estimated gene trees with no pruning (28 % and 2 % more 
often for 3000 estimated gene tree, as shown in the top and bottom rows of Figure 17). 
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On the other hand, the matching estimated species tree topology was returned less 
frequently if using estimated gene trees with pruning 1 taxon (about 9% and 7.5% 
drop for 3000 estimated gene trees, compare the top and bottom rows of Figure 18).  
 
3.6.2 Under topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E) 
The underlying true species tree model is given below with the branch lengths (x, y) 
and the matching MRP estimated species tree topology (Figure 19). The same sets of 
branch lengths measured in coalescent units as topology ((((A,B),C),D),E) were used. 
Namely, (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05) and (0.1, 0.1). This group of branch lengths makes it 
more convenient to compare the results between topologies (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and 
((((A,B),C),D),E) as the same 8 cases are covered. The results presented the top 3 
most frequently estimated species trees topology to show the performance of MRP. 
 
Although the most frequently estimated MRP species tree topology did always match 
the true species tree topology, it was yielded less often with shorter branch lengths 
(compare the left and right columns of Figures 20 and 21). If shorter branch lengths 
were used, e.g. (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05), the corresponding gene trees sampled from 
resulting species tree were still more likely to have the matching topology than any 
other topology. It was therefore not supervising that the performance of MRP for true 
species tree topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E) was less affected by the branch lengths than 
for topology ((((A,B),C),D),E) in the simulation.  
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The species tree used in the simulation with branch lengths (x, y)  
and a taxon E as the outgroup with branch length of 30 coalescent units. 
 
The matching MRP estimated species tree topology with the same outgroup.  
Figure 19. Species tree model and possible outcomes. 
The matching MRP estimated species tree topology was returned less frequently when 
pruning 1 taxon from the gene trees. For example, using 3000 simulated gene trees for  
branch lengths (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05) and (0.1, 0.1), the matching estimated species tree 
topology was yielded about 32% and 10% less often, respectively (compare the top 
rows of Figures 20 and 21).  
 
Similarly, with estimated gene trees, the matching estimated species tree topology was 
returned less often. For instance, with 3000 estimated gene trees and when no pruning 
was used, the matching estimated species tree topology was produced about 5% and 2% 
less frequently for the corresponding branch lengths (x, y) = (0.05, 0.05) and  
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(0.1, 0.1), comparing the top and bottom rows of Figure 20. In the same way, if using 
3000 estimated gene trees and also 1 taxon was randomly pruned, the matching 
estimated species tree topology was outputted about 15% and 8% less often, 
respectively (compare the top and bottom rows of Figure 21).  
 
Figure 20. No pruning under the true species tree in Figure 19.  
All plots have the same legend as the top left one. 
In summary, the results of both topologies ((((A,B),C),D),E) and (((A,B),(C,D)),E) in 
the simulation suggested that the MRP estimated species tree topology matched the 
true species tree topology more often with longer branch lengths, e.g. (x, y) = (0.1, 0.1) 
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compared to (0.05, 0.05). Applying pruning schemes and using estimated gene trees 
can either improve or reduce the proportion of times that MRP returns the matching 
estimated species tree topology, but this depends on the branch lengths and the true 
species tree topology. Nevertheless, only some cases of the 4-taxon true species tree 
with outgroup were used in the simulation to give a sense of the MRP performance. 
 
Figure 21. Pruning 1 taxon randomly under the true species tree in Figure 19.  




3.7 Species trees with 5 taxa and outgroup 
3 topologies of 5-taxon were examined: (((((A,B),C),D),E),F), ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) 
and ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F) with outgroup taxon F for selected branch lengths with 
various settings to assess the performance of MRP. The pruning scheme deleted 0, 1 
or 2 taxa from each gene tree randomly so that all the gene trees were informative. All 
the possible combinations of selected branch lengths and pruning schemes were 
conducted by following the described simulation procedure (Section 3.1) for various 
numbers of simulated and estimated gene trees: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 
800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2500 and 3000 with 300 replications 
in each case, respectively. The assessment was the probability of inferring the 
topologies of each candidate species tree. Relevant results were reported and 
discussed to show the performance of MRP under different conditions. 
 
3.7.1 Under topology (((((A,B),C),D),E),F) 
The true species tree model is given with the branch lengths (x, y, z), and the possible 
MRP estimated species tree topologies (Figure 22). The selected sets of branch 
lengths measured in coalescent units (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) and  
(0.05, 0.05, 2.0) were used. Hence, there are 18 possible cases, 3 set of branch lengths, 
3 pruning schemes and 2 types of gene trees. Only 3 estimated species trees were 
reported in each case with discussion to demonstrate the performance of MRP.  
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The species tree used in the simulation with branch lengths (x, y, z) 
and a taxon F as the outgroup with branch length of 30 coalescent units. 
 
The matching MRP estimated species tree 
topology with the same outgroup. 
 
  
Two non-matching MRP estimated species tree topologies with the same outgroup. 
Figure 22. Species tree model and possible outcomes. 
The results illustrate that the most frequently returned estimated species tree topology 
was different for these 3 sets of branch lengths with 3000 simulated gene trees 




(0.1, 0.1, 0.1), the most frequently outputted estimated species tree topology did not 
match the true species tree topology for small numbers of gene trees. However, the 
matching estimated species tree topology was returned more often with larger 
numbers of simulated gene trees when there was more information available to 
identify the matching estimated species tree topology (top left of Figure 23).  
 
The performance of MRP was about the same for (x, y, z) = (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) and 
(0.05, 0.05, 2.0), see the top middle and right of Figure 23. In both cases, the 
non-matching estimated species tree topology (Figure 22b and c) was yielded more 
often regardless of the number of simulated gene trees.  
 
In addition, the matching estimated species tree topology was produced more often 
with the branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) than with (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) and  
(0.05, 0.05, 2.0) under the same simulation settings, (compare the left columns against 
the other 2 columns of Figures 24 and 25). The branch lengths total of (x, y, z) =  
(0.1, 0.1, 0.1) is 0.3 coalescent units, which is smaller but more evenly distributed 
than the other 2 sets of branch lengths, (x, y, z) = (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) and (0.05, 0.05, 2.0). 
This observation suggests that the matching estimated species tree topology 
(((((A,B),C),D),E),F) was returned more often with evenly distributed internal branch 
lengths, like (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) in the simulation. 
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Figure 23. No pruning under the true species tree in Figure 22.  
All plots have the same legend as the top left one. 
The matching estimated species tree topology (((((A,B),C),D),E),F) was returned 
more frequently by MRP when at least 1 taxon was randomly pruned from the gene 
trees used. This was true for all the selected branch lengths sets in the simulation:  
(x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) and (0.05, 0.05, 2.0). However, the 
matching estimated species tree topology was yielded less often if 2 taxa were 
randomly pruned compared to 1 taxon from the input gene trees in some cases. For 
example, the proportion of time for returning the matching species tree topology was 
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reduced by about 30%, 17% and 25%, if using estimated gene trees with 1 more taxon 
pruned (compare the bottom rows of Figures 24 and 25). This occurs because when 
gene trees had more taxa pruned, less information was available so that a larger 
sample of gene trees were needed to find the matching estimated gene trees topology. 
This observation also can be found with 4-taxon species tree topologies from the 
simulation (Section 3.6). 
 
Figure 24. Pruning 1 taxon randomly under the true species tree in Figure 22.  
All plots have the same legend as the top middle one. 
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Figure 25. Pruning 2 taxa randomly under the true species tree in Figure 19.  
All plots have the same legend as the top middle one. 
The performance of MRP using estimated gene trees from DNA sequences depended 
on the branch lengths (x, y, z) when no pruning was used (Figure 23). For  
(x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), a non-matching estimated species tree topology was returned 
more often (left column of Figure 23). For example, the matching estimated species 
tree topology (((((A,B),C),D),E),F) was yielded about 17% less often, when using 
3000 estimated gene trees instead of simulated gene trees. In contrast, the most 
frequently estimated species tree topology returned by MRP matched the true species 
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tree topology (middle column of Figure 23) with branch lengths (x, y, z) =  
(2.0, 0.05, 0.05). However, using estimated gene trees with (x, y, z) = (0.05, 0.05, 2.0), 
there was no significant effect on the performance of MRP. It was about the same 
proportion of time to yield both of the matching and non-matching estimated species 
trees topologies with either simulated or estimated gene trees, as shown in the right 
column of Figure 23. 
 
With estimated gene trees, the performance of MRP was changed when pruning 1 
taxon instead of no pruning. The matching estimated species tree topology 
(((((A,B),C),D),E),F) was returned about the same proportion of time for branch 
lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) for both estimated and simulated gene trees (left 
column of Figure 24). However, it was about 6% more often to output the matching 
estimated species tree topology for (x, y, z) = (2.0, 0.05, 0.05), and about 5% less 
often for (x, y, z) = (0.05, 0.05, 2.0), when 1 taxon was randomly pruned with 3000 
estimated rather that simulated gene trees (middle and right columns of Figure 24). 
Nevertheless, when 2 taxa were randomly pruned, the matching estimated species tree 
topology was returned less often if using estimated gene trees (compare the top and 
bottom rows of Figure 25).     
      
In conclusion, the effect of using estimated gene trees on the performance of MRP 
was related to the branch lengths used in the simulation under the true species tree 
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topology, (((((A,B),C),D),E),F). The matching estimated species topology was 
outputted more often when at least 1 taxon was pruned and using evenly distributed 
branch lengths in the simulation for both simulated and estimated gene trees. 
    
3.7.2 Under topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) 
All gene trees were sampled from the true species tree model (Figure 26) with the 
branch lengths (x, y, z), and the possible MRP estimated species tree topologies. The 
following 3 sets of branch lengths measured in coalescent units were used:  
(x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and (2.0, 0.05, 0.05). There are 18 cases: 3 
sets of branch lengths; 3 pruning schemes, and 2 types of gene trees (simulated and 
estimated). Only 3 estimated species trees were reported to demonstrate the 
performance of MRP. 
  
The matching estimated species tree topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was returned more 
frequently with the uniformly distributed branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) than 
with the other 2 sets of branch lengths under the same conditions from the simulation 
(left columns of Figures 27 – 29). In addition, the non-matching estimated species tree 
topologies, (((A,B),((C,D),E)),F) (Figure 26c) and ((((A,B),E),(C,D)),F) (Figure 26b) 
were yielded with about the same frequency with branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 
0.1). For both branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) in the 
same simulation settings, the matching estimated species tree topology 
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((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was yielded roughly the same proportion of the time (compare 
the middle and right columns of Figures 27 – 29). 
 
The species tree used in the simulation with branch lengths (x, y, z)  
and a taxon F as the outgroup with branch length of 30 coalescent units. 
 
The matching MRP estimated species tree 
topology with the same outgroup. 
 
  
Two non-matching MRP estimated species tree topologies with the same outgroup. 





Figure 27. No pruning under the true species tree in Figure 26.  
All plots have the same legend as the top left one. 
The non-matching estimated species tree topologies (((A,B),((C,D),E)),F) and 
((((A,B),E),(C,D)),F) were returned most often with the same proportion of time, for 
the corresponding branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and (2.0, 0.05, 0.05), if 
using simulated gene trees (compare the top row of Figure 27). The non-matching 
estimated species tree topology, (((A,B),((C,D),E)),F) was produced more often than 
((((A,B),E),(C,D)),F) if using branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.05, 2.0, 0.05). In contrast, if 
using (x, y, z) = (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) instead, it was the other way around with about the 
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same frequency (compare the middle and right columns of Figures 27 – 29). 
Nevertheless, both {AB} and {CD} clades were contained in the most frequently 
returned estimated species tree topologies, ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F), (((A,B),((C,D),E)),F) 
and ((((A,B),E),(C,D)),F) for all the selected branch lengths in the simulation. 
 
Figure 28. Pruning 1 taxon randomly under the true species tree in Figure 26.  
All plots have the same legend as the top middle one. 
When pruning 1 taxon randomly from the simulated gene trees, the performance of 
MRP depended on the choice of branch lengths. For example, with 3000 simulated 
gene trees and pruning 1 taxon randomly instead of no pruning, the matching 
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estimated species tree topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was returned about 8% less often 
for the branch length (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1); but about 20% more frequently for both 
(x, y, z) = (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) (compare the top rows of Figures 27 
and 28). 
 
Figure 29. Pruning 2 taxa randomly under true the species tree in Figure 26.  
All plots have the same legend as the top middle one. 
If 2 taxa are pruned from the gene trees, the matching estimated species tree topology 
was yielded less often but still more frequently than all the non-matching estimated 
species tree topologies, as demonstrated in Figure 29. For example, with 3000 
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simulated gene trees, the matching estimated species tree topology 
((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was returned about 21%, 8% and 7% less often with pruning 2 
taxa than 1 taxon, for the branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and 
(2.0, 0.05, 0.05), respectively (compare the top rows of Figures 28 and 29). The same 
results can be found with the estimated gene trees under the same true species tree 
topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) in the simulation (compare the bottom rows of Figures 
28 and 29). 
 
The effect of using estimated gene trees was dependent on the pruning schemes used 
under this true species tree topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F). On the one hand, with no 
pruning, the matching estimated species tree topology was returned more often (or 
about the same proportion of time), if using the estimated rather than simulated gene 
trees in all the selected branch lengths in the simulation (compare the top and bottom 
rows of Figure 27).  
 
On the other hand, the most frequently outputted estimated species tree topology still 
matched the true species tree topology but less often, when at least 1 taxon was 
pruned (compare the top and bottom rows of Figures 28 and 29). For instance, the 
matching estimated species tree topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was returned about 
15%, 13% and 18% less often, for the corresponding branch lengths (x, y, z) =  
(0.1, 0.1, 0.1), (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) and (2.0, 0.05, 0.05) with 3000 estimated rather than 
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simulated gene trees (compare top and bottom rows of Figure 29).  
 
In conclusion, the simulation results suggested that under the true species tree model 
((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) for selected branch lengths, (x, y, z) = (0.05, 2.0, 0.05) compared 
to (2.0, 0.05, 0.05), there was a relationship between the non-matching estimated 
species tree topologies (((A,B),((C,D),E)),F) and ((((A,B),E),(C,D)),F). For the 
selected branch lengths and when pruning at least 1 taxon, the matching estimated 
species tree topology ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) was returned most often. However, with 
estimated gene trees and when no pruning is used, the matching estimated species tree 
topology was returned most often. 
 
3.7.3 Under topology ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F) 
Figure 30 is the true species tree model with the branch lengths (x, y, z), and the 
possible MRP estimated species tree topologies. The following 2 sets of branch 
lengths measured in coalescent units (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) and (0.05, 0.05, 2.0) 
were used. Hence, there are 12 cases, 2 sets of branch lengths, 3 pruning schemes and 
2 types of gene trees. Only 3 estimated species trees were reported to illustrate the 
performance of MRP. 
 
All the most frequently outputted estimated species tree topologies contain both {AB} 
and {DE} clades. Also, from the simulation, the matching estimated species tree 
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topology ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F) was returned more often with uniformed spaced 
branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1) than (0.05, 0.05, 2.0). The non-matching 
matching estimated species topology tree was returned most often with the branch 
lengths (x, y, z) = (0.05, 0.05, 2.0), see top row of Figure 31.  
 
The species tree used in the simulation with branch lengths (x, y, z) 
and a taxon F as the outgroup with branch length of 30 coalescent units. 
 
The matching MRP estimated species tree 
topology with the same outgroup. 
 
A non-matching MRP estimated species tree 
topology with the same outgroup. 
 
Figure 30. Species tree model and possible outcomes. 
The performance of MRP under the species tree topology ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F) 
depended on the different pruning schemes. For example, when using 3000 simulated 
gene trees, and the branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.05, 0.05, 2.0), the matching estimated 




(compare the top right of Figures 31 and 32). However, the performance of MRP was 
different if pruning 2 taxa. For example, the matching estimated species tree topology 
was returned about 25% and 17% less frequently with 3000 simulated gene tree by 
having 2 taxa instead of 1 randomly pruned (compare the top rows of Figures 32 and 
33). In either case, the matching estimated species tree topology ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F) 
was returned most often when pruning at least 1 taxon from the simulated and 
estimated gene trees in the simulation. 
 
Figure 31. No pruning under the species tree in Figure 30.  
All plots have the same legend as the top one. 
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Figure 32. Pruning 1 taxon randomly pruned under the species tree in Figure 30.  
All plots have the same legend as the top one. 
Similar to the effect of pruning schemes, the performance of MRP was different with 
the estimated versus simulated gene trees in various settings under the true species 
tree ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F). For instance, with no pruning, the matching estimated 
species tree topology was returned about 10% less often for branch lengths (x, y, z) =  
(0.1, 0.1, 0.1), but about 6% more often for (x, y, z) = (0.05, 0.05, 2.0) when using 
3000 estimated rather than simulated gene trees (compare the top and bottom rows of 
Figure 31). However, if pruning at least 1 taxon from the gene trees, the matching 
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estimated species tree topology was always yielded less frequently, when using the 
estimated instead of simulated gene trees, for the same branch lengths (compare the 
top and bottom rows of Figures 32 and 33). 
 
Figure 33. Pruning 2 taxa randomly under the species tree in Figure 30.  
All plots have the same legend as the top one. 
There were some common simulation results from all the species tree topologies 
considered: (((((A,B),C),D),E),F), ((((A,B),(C,D),E),F) and ((((A,B),C),(D,E)),F). 
First, the matching estimated species tree topology was returned more often with 
uniformly distributed branch lengths, like (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1). For the other 
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branch lengths, the matching estimated species tree topology was yielded more 
frequently, when pruning at least 1 taxon from the simulated and estimated gene trees. 
However, that the matching estimated species tree topology was returned less 
frequently, when more taxa are randomly pruned (i.e. pruning 2 taxa rather than 1) as 
less information is available. 
 
The matching estimated species tree topology was returned more often using the 
estimated rather than simulated gene trees with no pruning, for some cases in the 
simulation. In contrast, for the branch lengths (x, y, z) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1), the matching 
estimated species tree topology was returned more often for simulated than estimated 
gene trees in the simulation.  
 
3.8 Species trees with 20 taxa and outgroup 
The performance of MRP for true species tree topologies with 4 and 5 of taxa is 
demonstrated in previous sections (Sections 3.6 and 3.7). In this section, species trees 
with 20 taxa and an outgroup were used to explore the performance of MRP. There 
are more than            bifurcating trees with 20 taxa (Felsenstein, 2004), and the 
branch lengths can be any positive value. Hence, it is hard to cover all the possible 
combinations.  
 
Because of this, 20 species trees with 20 taxa (given in the Appendix) were randomly 
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generated with random branch lengths, using Mesquite (Maddison, 2009) under a 
Yule model (Yule, 1925) with a height of 10 coalescent units. An outgroup with 50 
coalescent units was added to each simulated true species tree. The Yule model is an 
evolutionary model, and each species has an equal probability of undergoing a 
speciation event with a constant rate at any given point in time (Gernhard et al., 
2008).  
 
The simulation procedure is exactly the same as before (Section 3.1) but with 4 
different pruning schemes: (i) no pruning; (ii) randomly deleting 25%; (iii) 50%; and 
(iv) 75% of the taxa. Here, a pruning scheme of randomly deleting 25% of taxa means 
that each taxon is pruned independently with probability of 0.25, so that on average, 
25% of the taxa are pruned. However, it is possible to have more or less than 25% of 
taxa pruned from a single gene tree, and similarly for the cases of 50% and 75%. For 
each combination of true species tree and pruning scheme, the following numbers of 
gene trees were simulated: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 
1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2500 and 3000 with 300 replications in each case. Only some 
key results were shown to illustrate the performance of MRP and the rest can be found 
in the Appendix.  
 
The normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was used to assess the performance of 
MRP. Recall that the maximal Robinson-Foulds distance of 2 bifurcating trees with 
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the same n taxa is        , as there are at most     nodes and both trees have 
the same taxa set at the root. Hence, for 20-taxon trees, the corresponding maximal 
Robinson-Foulds distance is            , the calculated Robinson-Foulds 
distance at given iteration was normalized by dividing with 36 to give a value 
between 0 and 1. The error bar for each number of gene trees was also given to show 
the standard error of the normalized Robinson-Foulds distance in the simulation. 
 
The MRP estimated species tree topology matches the true species tree topology only 
when the normalized Robinson-Foulds distance is exactly 0. However, this did not 
appear in any of the results (Figures 34 – 39). The reason for this observation is that 
even the normalized Robinson-Foulds distances between the estimated and the true 
species tree topologies was 0 for most of the time in the simulation, when there was at 
least 1 node difference between the topologies of the estimated and the true species 
tree in an iteration, the resulting normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was at least 
               Because of this, the average of the normalized 
Robinson-Foulds distance across all iterations was close to 0 but never reached 0 in 
simulation.  
 
Also, as the maximal Robinson-Foulds distance is 36 for the 20-taxon species tree, a 
normalized Robinson-Foulds distance of 0.1 in the plots indicated that, when 
comparing the topologies between the MRP estimated and the true species tree in the 
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simulation, there was on average about              nodes difference. This 
result implied that these 2 topologies matched for all but 2 nodes in the simulation, so 
that the performance of MRP was reasonable.  
 
The results (Figures 34 – 39) shown that for each true species tree, the performance of 
MRP was about the same using simulated gene trees with no pruning and deleting 25% 
of the taxa, as the normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was roughly the same under 
both settings in the simulation. However, the performance of MRP was worse, if using 
simulated gene trees with pruning 50% and 75% of the taxa. For such cases, the 
normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was higher for small numbers of simulated 
gene trees initially. As the number of simulated gene trees increased, the normalized 
Robinson-Foulds distance decreased slowly.  
 
MRP performed well for species trees 1 and 3 as the normalized Robinson-Foulds 
distance was below 0.05 given enough gene trees and decreased, as the number of 
simulated gene trees increased with all the pruning schemes (Figures 34 and 35). 
However, for trees 11 and 15 (Figures 37 and 38), with all the pruning schemes, the 
corresponding normalized Robinson-Foulds distance only decreased for small 
numbers of simulated gene trees. If using a larger number of simulated gene trees, the 
resulting normalized Robinson-Foulds distance remained approximately the same.  
Hence, for the true species tree like trees 11 and 15, the performance of MRP was not 
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improved necessarily by increasing the number of simulated gene trees. 
 
However, for trees 7 and 17 (Figures 36 and 39), the normalized Robinson-Foulds 
distance (i.e. the performance of MRP) was roughly the same regardless of the 
number of simulated gene trees and the pruning schemes, and the performance of 
MRP is slightly worse if more taxa are pruned.  
 
In conclusion, the results (Figures 34 – 39) shown that the performance of MRP can 
be improved in some cases by using a larger number of gene trees, so that the 
corresponding normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was close to 0 (the matching 
estimated species tree topology was returned more often). For example, with 3000 
simulated gene trees and no pruning, the corresponding normalized Robinson-Foulds 
distance for trees 1 and 3 were 0.0167 and 0.0121, respectively from the simulation 
(Figures 34 and 35). Similarly, the performance of MRP was improved only with 
smaller numbers of simulated gene trees initially for some true species trees. If larger 
numbers of simulated gene trees was used, the performance was steady (e.g. trees 11 
and 15 in Figures 37 and 38). In contrast, the normalized Robinson-Foulds distance 
was almost the same for different numbers of simulated gene trees under some true 
species trees (e.g. trees 7 and 17). To this end, the performance of MRP in such cases 

























Figure 39. Tree 17 with simulated gene trees. 
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The performance of MRP was related to the true species trees, as shown in Sections 
3.6 and 3.7 (i.e. 4-taxon and 5-taxon species trees). We investigated the effect of the 
20-taxon species trees on the corresponding MRP performance (Figures 40 and 41). 
For each true 20-taxon species tree used in the simulation, the probability of 
corresponding matching gene tree was calculated (using COAL), and the shortest 
branch length was found (using R). The normalized Robinson-Foulds distance of 
3000 simulated gene trees was plotted against results (Figures 40 and 41), using 
letters A, B, … , T in the alphabet order to represent the 20 species trees with 20 taxa 
used in the simulation. Thus, it is easy to see if there is a pattern that explains why the 
normalized Robinson-Foulds distance of some trees were higher than the others in the 
simulation.   
 
Recall that there are more than            bifurcating trees with 20 taxa. 
Consequently, a        probability of matching gene tree is relatively large. To 
this end, the corresponding probabilities of matching gene tree for trees 3, 11 and 17 
(letters C, K and Q in Figure 40) are about       ,        and         . 
Under these 3 true species trees in the simulation, the resulting normalized 
Robinson-Foulds distance was below 0.05. Equivalently, the matching estimated 
species tree topology under these 3 true species trees was returned more often 




Figure 40. Probability of returning the matching gene tree  
for the 20-taxon species trees used.  
Figure 41 illustrates that the shortest branch length of tree 1 (letter A) is 0.048,  
which is the longest among the 20-taxon species trees used in the simulation. In 
addition, its corresponding probability of matching gene tree was more than 0.001. 
Under the true species tree 1, the resulting normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was 
below 0.05 (Figure 34). However, there are relatively short branch lengths for both 
trees 7 and 15 (letters G and O in Figure 41). Moreover, the corresponding 
probabilities of matching gene trees were also low (Figure 40). For these trees, the 
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normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was bigger than 0.1, as shown in the simulation 
(Figures 36 and 38), so that the matching estimated species tree topology was returned 
relatively less often. 
 
Figure 41. Shortest branch length of the 20-taxon species trees used.  
On the one hand, Figure 41 shows that both trees 17 and 7 (letters Q and G) including 
a relatively short branch length. On the other hand, Figure 40 indicates that the 
probability of returning the matching gene tree for tree 17 is higher than for tree 7. 
Although the simulation results indicated a steady performance under the true species 
trees 7 and 17, the corresponding normalized Robinson-Foulds distance of tree 17 was 
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lower than tree 7 under the same setting. In other words, the matching estimated 
species tree topology under tree 17 was returned more often than tree 7 under the 
same simulation setting. A similar observation can be found for trees 11 and 15 
(letters K and O).  
 
In contrast, there is a low normalized Robinson-Foulds distance (less than 0.05) for 
tree 13 (letter M), and with a relatively short branch length and low probability of 
returning the matching gene tree (Figures 40 and 41). This observation indicates that 
other tests can be used to assess the effect of the 20-taxon species trees on the 
corresponding MRP performance.    
 
Next, the performance of MRP was explored further with estimated gene trees. The 
estimated gene trees were obtained using the same mutation model as for the 4 and 5 
taxa species trees with outgroup (Section 3.3). The only pruning scheme used was no 
pruning, as it was computationally expensive to convert 20-taxon trees into DNA 
sequences, and then estimate gene trees from the resulting DNA sequences. Again, the 
same numbers of gene trees were used: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 
1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 2000, 2500 and 3000 with 300 replications. The 
normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was used to assess the performance of MRP in 
the simulation.   
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Figure 42 shows that the performance of MRP was worse with estimated gene trees 
compared to simulated gene trees, i.e. the normalized Robinson-Foulds distance was 
higher for all the true species trees used. 
 
Figure 42. With estimated gene trees and no pruning. 
In summary, in the simulation, the performance of MRP was related to the 20-taxon 
species trees. On the one hand, the performance of MRP for true species trees 1 and 3 
can be improved by using more simulated gene trees (resulting in a lower normalized 
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Robinson-Foulds distance). On the other hand, for true species trees 11 and 15, the 
performance of MRP was not improved by using more simulated gene trees. In 
addition, when pruning a large set of taxa from the simulated gene trees, there was 
less information available. Consequently, the matching estimated species tree 
topology was returned less often so that the corresponding normalized 
Robinson-Foulds distance was further far away from 0. When using estimated rather 
than simulated gene trees in the simulation, the performance of MRP was worse, as 
the corresponding normalized Robinson-Founds distance was higher.  
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4 Analytical study 
 
Chapter 3 explores the performance of MRP using simulation. In this chapter, we 
employ analytical equations to calculate the expected parsimony scores of candidate 
trees, to study the performance MRP from a different perspective. 
 
MRP returns the estimated species tree topology with the lowest total parsimony score 
summed across all input gene trees, so that as the number of gene trees increases 
towards infinity, the corresponding total parsimony score sum also increases towards 
infinity. However, the average parsimony score converges to the expected value of the 
parsimony score (EPS) asymptotically (by the law of large number), and computing 
the EPS can help us to determine the MRP asymptotic supertree (MRPAST) under the 
particular setting of interest. Then by comparing MRPAST with the true species tree 
topology, one can easily tell if a matching estimated species tree topology can be 




One can think of the gene trees as having a discrete distribution with 2 types of 
parameters, species tree topology and branch lengths. The topology depicts the 
relationships of n taxa, and there are n – 2 internal branch lengths to consider. The 
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same gene tree under the same species tree topology could have different probabilities 
of occurring purely because of different branch lengths.   
 
Mutation is not considered here because it is difficult to obtain the distribution of gene 
trees that are estimated from DNA sequences. Pruning schemes are allowed such that 
all the gene trees are informative as described in Section 3.2. The pruning schemes 
can yield 2 settings: consensus and supertree. In the consensus setting, no taxa are 
pruned, and in the supertree setting, at least 1 taxon is pruned. Let w denote the 
probability of deleting at least 1 taxon from the gene tree so that the weight of the 
consensus setting is 1 – w and the weight of supertree setting is w, and w is a value 
between 0 and 1. w = ½ indicates that each gene tree is equally likely to have 0 taxa 
pruned or at least 1 randomly pruned. 
 
We let EPS denote the expected parsimony score, which is a function of (i) the true  





bbb  ; (iii) the pruning scheme weight factor w and (iv) the pruning 




 which sum 
up to 1. For m possible gene trees under the species tree topology, we denote the 
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probabilities depend on the topology and branch lengths of the true species tree. 










 (Degnan and Salter, 2005). Then, the form of EPS is:  
 



















, sc , 
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, sc  up to 
mm
sc ,  are the parsimony scores in the consensus and 
supertree settings of all m corresponding possible gene trees under the true species 
tree topology of interest. That is, each gene tree probability for a given topology is 
weighted with its corresponding parsimony score within the pruning scheme and then 
the EPS is the sum of all these terms that are weighted according to the pruning 
scheme weight factor w (An example is given in the Appendix).  
 
It is easy to calculate the nth moment of EPS as 

















 so that the nth moment of EPS is 











To use the EPS equation to find the MRPAST, a true species tree topology is selected. 
Then, for each candidate tree t, the corresponding EPSt is computed by setting the 
same branch lengths and pruning scheme of interest. This leads to the candidate tree 
(or more than 1 if there is a tie) with the lowest EPSt being the MRPAST for the given 
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selection of the true species tree, branch lengths and pruning scheme. This result can 
be used to check if the MRPAST matches the true species tree topology or not. 
 
It is quite hard to compute the EPS for topologies with many taxa. In this analytical 
study, only topologies of 4 and 5 taxa are considered, for which there are 15 and 105 
possible bifurcating candidate trees, respectively (Felsenstein, 2004). The same 2 
topologies (((A,B),C),D) and ((A,B),(C,D)) are covered for the 4-taxon case as in last 
chapter. Similarly, ((((A,B),C),D),E), (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and (((A,B),C),(D,E)) are the 
only 3 topologies considered for the 5-taxon case. All the EPS equations of each case 
are keyed and run in MAPLE (Maplesoft, Inc.)  
 
4.2 Species trees with 4 taxa 
To be consistent with the Chapter 3, the same 4-taxon species tree models (excluding 
an outgroup) are used (Figures 16 and 19). 
 
Under the true species tree topology (((A,B),C),D), the non-matching estimated 
species tree topology, ((A,B),(C,D)) can be returned most frequently, as shown in the 
simulation (Figure 17). Therefore, the task is to find when the estimated species tree 
matches the true species tree topology (((A,B),C),D) in the limit as the number of 
gene trees approaches infinity. That is, the task is to find when the EPSt for candidate 
tree (((A,B),C),D) is strictly less than for candidate tree ((A,B),(C,D)) with the same 
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combination of the branch lengths (x, y) and the pruning schemes.  
 
Let (((A,B),C),D) be the true species tree topology and denote the candidate trees 
(((A,B),C),D) and ((A,B),(C,D)) as t1 and t13 (the full list can be found in the 
Appendix). Let EPSt1 and EPSt13 be the EPSt for t1 and t13. To ensure the gene tree is 
informative, at most 1 taxon can be pruned. Thus, the EPSt1 and EPSt13 are calculated 
for the all combinations of the branch lengths (x, y), the pruning scheme weight factor 
and the pruning schemes by using MATLAB (Mathwork, Inc.).  
 
The 6 curves in Figure 43 represents the 6 pruning schemes using 6 different pruning 
scheme weight factors w: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 or 1 so that the first curve from the top is 
when w = 0 (i.e. the consensus setting) and so forth. For any of the 6 curves,  
EPSt1 = EPSt13 (i.e. a tie) when using any branch lengths (x, y) on the curves. Similarly, 
when using any branch lengths (x, y) below a particular curve, the MRPAST is the 
non-matching species tree topology t13 = ((A,B),(C,D)), i.e. EPSt1 > EPSt13 under 
current pruning scheme. For instance, for any branch lengths (x, y) below the first 
curve, the corresponding MRPAST is t13 = ((A,B),(C,D)) with infinitely many 
simulated gene trees in the consensus setting (i.e. w = 0). In contrast, when using any 
branch lengths (x, y) above particular curve, the MRPAST is the matching species tree 
topology t1 = (((A,B),C),D), i.e. EPSt1 < EPSt13 with the given pruning scheme. 
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Figure 43. The true species tree topology is (((A,B),C),D).  
The ranges of the branch lengths (x, y) are 0.001 to 0.07 and 0.001 to 4.5  




  in coalescent units 
(excluding 0 as the branch lengths must be positive to form a bifurcating species tree). 
It is equally likely (or randomly) to prune any of the taxa when necessarily. 
Figure 43 also illustrates that when the number of simulated gene trees approaches 
infinity, the MRPAST is t1 = (((A,B),C),D) for more combinations of branch lengths  
(x, y) by using a larger proportion of simulated gene trees with 1 taxon pruned. This is 
the same as increasing the pruning scheme weight factor w towards 1, so that the 
corresponding area below the curve is reduced. Consequently, there exists more 
possible combinations of branch lengths (x, y) such that EPSt1 < EPSt13. To this end, 
under the true species tree topology (((A,B),C),D), when always pruning 1 taxon from 
infinitely many simulated gene trees (w = 1), the resulting MRPAST matches the true 
species topology always (because the bottom curve of Figure 43 is on the horizontal 
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axis). The simulation result (Figure 18) agrees with this observation. 
 
The symbolic equation of the curves in Figure 43 can be solved for x, by setting  
EPSt1 = EPSt13:  
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(4.1) 
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(4.2) 
so that 
      
             
                         
   (4.3) 
Here, w is the pruning scheme weight factor that indicates the probability of pruning 
taxon from the gene trees; dA and dB are the probabilities of deleting taxa A and B, 
respectively; and x, y are the branch lengths. If w is 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 or 1; and  
dA = dB = dC = dD =¼ , is the same as randomly pruning 1 taxon. Then, by solving x in 
terms of y for equation (4.3), one can precisely re-generate the curves in Figure 43.  
 
Therefore, under the true species topology ((((A,B),C),D), for the selections of w, dA  
and dB , with infinitely many simulated gene trees, the MRPAST does not match the 
true species topology when for a given branch length y, the branch length x is strictly 
less than the x-value calculated from equation (4.3) so that EPSt1 > EPSt13. Thus, for 
any combinations of branch lengths (x, y) satisfying inequality (4.4), the resulting 
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MRPAST does not match the true species tree topology ((((A,B),C),D). 
      
             
                         
   (4.4) 
From the inequality (4.4), when w = 1, (always pruning 1 taxon from the input gene 
tree, supertree setting), then the numerator of inequality (4.4) is 0. Consequently, the 
right hand side of inequality (4.4) becomes log(0) such that there is no solution. 
Hence, there is no combination of (x, y) satisfying inequality (4.4). Equivalently, 
MRPAST matches the true species tree topology (((A,B),C),D) for all the 
combinations of (x, y) in the supertree setting with infinitely many simulated gene 
trees. This gives an explanation of the counterintuitive result discovered in the 
simulation (Figure 18). That is, the matching estimated species tree topology 
(((A,B),C),D) is returned most frequently for any branch lengths, when pruning 1 
taxon from all the infinitely many simulated gene trees.  
 
Notice that inequality (4.4) only depends on dA and dB but not dC or dD. Hence, under 
the true species tree topology (((A,B),C),D), when using simulated gene trees with 1 
taxon pruned (w > 0), the resulting MRPAST matches the true species tree topology 
more likely if deleting taxon A or B rather than taxon C or D. This is because that 
when w > 0 and           is large, for the same branch length y, it is more 
likely to have a branch lengths x larger than the corresponding x-value calculated from 
inequality (4.4). In other words, there are less combinations of branch length (x, y) 
satisfying inequality (4.4), so that deleting taxon A or B from the simulated gene trees 
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makes it is more likely to return a MRPAST that matches the true species tree 
topology (((A,B),C),D).  
 
When w = 0, or w   but the probabilities of deleting taxa A and B are both 0,  
dA = dB = 0, (no pruning taxa, consensus setting) then expression (4.4) becomes: 
      
        
           
   (4.5) 
If the branch lengths satisfy inequality (4.5) when the true species tree topology is 
(((A,B),C),D), then this condition for the MRPAST to be ((A,B),(C,D)) with infinitely 
many simulated gene trees is identical to the condition that the asymptotic greedy 
consensus returns the non-matching estimated species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)) 
rather than the matching estimated species tree topology (Degnan et al., 2009). This is 
equivalent to the area under the first curve from the top of Figure 43.  
 
Because           ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ w ≤ 1,  
it follows that                      
so that 
     
              
  . Because logarithms are monotonic, inequality (4.6) 
follows:  
      
             
                         
  
                            
        
           




Expression (4.6) shows a relationship between greedy consensus and MRP for the true 
species tree (((A,B),C),D). That is, with infinitely many simulated gene trees, the 
same tree is returned from both methods with the same branch lengths (x, y) in the 
consensus setting. The matching topology is returned more easily by MRP than by the 
greedy consensus method in the supertree setting under the true species tree topology 
(((A,B),C),D). 
 
For the rest of this section, we use the EPS to explore why the matching species tree 
topology is always returned under the true species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)) for all 
the branch lengths and the pruning schemes. Hence, the task is to show that the EPSt13 
of the candidate tree t13 = ((A,B),(C,D)) is always the lowest compared to the other 
candidate trees (see the full ordered list in Appendix) under the same settings.  
 
Again, w is the pruning scheme weight factor, and dA, dB, dC, and dD are the 
probabilities of deleting taxa A, B, C and D from infinitely many simulated gene trees. 
Let       and       to simplify the EPS equations. Then, the EPSt of all the 
candidate trees under the true species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)) are given below, 
which is a collection of 9 groups: 
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(4.7) 
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(4.9) 
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(4.10) 
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(4.11) 
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(4.12) 
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(4.13) 
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(4.14) 
                             
                                   ; 
(4.15) 
Here, the aim is to show that the EPSt13 of t13, i.e. equation (4.14), is the smallest 
compared to the other 8 groups so that the corresponding MRPAST matches the true 
species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)). That is, one needs to show that the difference 
between equation (4.14) and any of the other equations is always negative under the 
same combinations of the branch lengths (x, y), the probabilities of deleting each 
possible taxon dA, dB, dC, and dD and the pruning scheme weight factor w.  
 
The following is the proof. 
Equation (4.14) – equation (4.7): 
                                   (4.16) 
Equation (4.14) – equation (4.8): 
                                         (4.17) 
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Equation (4.14) – equations (4.9): 
                        
                          
(4.18) 
Equation (4.14) – equations (4.10): 
                        
                          
(4.19) 
Equation (4.14) – equations (4.11): 
                        
                          
(4.20) 
Equation (4.14) – equations (4.12): 
                        
                          
(4.21) 
Equation (4.14) – equations (4.13): 
                                   (4.22) 
Equation (4.14) – equations (4.15): 
                            
                               
(4.23) 
The expressions (4.16) to (4.23) can be shown to be negative because the branch 
lengths (x, y) are non-negative; and       and      ,         so that 
     ,       and       . In addition, the terms dA, dB, dC, and dD are 
non-negative and sum to 1, and      . For instance, in equation (4.23), 
                           , and  
                                        .  
As      , expression (4.23) is always negative, and similarly this is true for 
expressions (4.16) to (4.22). 
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Therefore, all the expressions (4.16) to (4.23) are always negative under the true 
species topology ((A,B),(C,D)) for any combination of the branch lengths (x, y); the 
pruning scheme with dA, dB, dC, and dD as the probabilities of deleting taxon A, B, C 
and D and the pruning scheme weight factor w. Hence, the EPSt of t13 is always the 
lowest. As a result, the MRPAST is always t13 = ((A,B),(C,D)), for which matches 
the true species topology ((A,B),(C,D)) as the number of simulated gene trees 
approaches infinity.  
 
The asymptotic greedy consensus returns an estimated species tree that matches the 
true species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)) for any combination of branch length (x, y) 
(Degnan et al., 2009). Hence, in the consensus setting and under the true species tree 
((A,B),(C,D)), MRP and the greedy consensus method is equivalent, as the same tree 
is returned by both methods that matches the true species tree topology ((A,B),(C,D)) 
with infinitely many simulated gene trees. 
  
4.3 Species trees with 5 taxa 
For the 5-taxon species trees, 3 true species topologies are considered: 
((((A,B),C),D),E); (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and (((A,B),C),(D,E)), which are the same 
species tree models but without the outgroup as in Chapter 3 (Figures 22, 26 and 30).  
 
For the true species tree topology ((((A,B),C),D),E), the most frequently returned 
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estimated species trees from the simulation results in Section 3.7,  
t1 = ((((A,B),C),D),E), t61 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and t76 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)), are 
considered. Similarly, under the true species tree topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E), the EPSt 
are calculated for the most often estimated species tree returned in the corresponding 
simulation results, i.e. t61 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E), t88 = (((A,B),E),(C,D)) and t103 = 
((A,B),(E,(C,D))). In the same way, if the true species tree topology is 
(((A,B),C),(D,E)), the matching topology t76 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)) and the most 
frequently returned non-matching topology t105 = ((A,B),(C,(D,E))) from the 
simulation are used as the candidates to calculate the EPSt.  
 
Because there are 3 branch lengths (x, y, z), to generate the 2-D plot like Figure 43, z 
is fixed and then x and y are varied. Here, the pruning schemes are: (i) no pruning, (ii) 
always randomly pruning 1 taxon and (iii) pruning 2 taxa. Notice that these 3 pruning 
schemes are the same used for the 5-taxon topologies in the simulation (Section 3.7). 
Also, we assume that the probability of deleting each taxon A, B, C, D and E is equal 
so that dA = dB = dC = dD = dE = 51 . The results are coloured to indicate the MRPAST 
for different settings. More results with other pruning schemes and the full ordered 
105 candidate species trees list can be found in the Appendix.  
 
In the plots (Figures 44 – 56), the white area is where the resulting MRPAST matches 
the corresponding true species topology. The non-white area is where the MRPAST 
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does not match. For instance, under the true topology ((((A,B),C),D),E), using no 
pruning, the MRPAST, t1 = ((((A,B),C),D),E) matches the true species tree topology 
when using a branch lengths within the white area, e.g. (x, y, z) = (2, 0.1, 0.06). In 
contrast, if using a point in the non-white area, e.g. (x, y, z) = (2, 0.1, 0.05), the 
resulting MRPAST is the non-matching topology, t76 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)), as shown 
in the Figure 44(b). All the simulation results in Chapter 3 for 5-taxon species tree 
agreed with the corresponding MRPAST results.  
 
Under all these 3 true topologies: ((((A,B),C),D),E); (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and 
(((A,B),C),(D,E)), the MRPAST matches the true species tree topology more easily 
when pruning at least 1 taxon, i.e. the white area in the corresponding plots is larger. 
In addition, if pruning 2 taxa from the gene tree to form a rooted triple, the resulting 
MRPAST always the matches the true species tree topology regardless of the branch 
lengths so that the entire plots are white (Figures 48, 51 and 56).  
 
Under the true topology ((((A,B),C),D),E), the matching topology is returned more 
easily with a longer branch lengths of y and z under the same pruning scheme (Figure 
44). Similarly, for the true topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E), using a longer branch length of 
z, more combinations of x and y result in the MRPAST being the matching topology, 
t61 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E) (Figure 49). However, under the true topology 
(((A,B),C),(D,E)), it is less easy to yield a MRPAST that matches the true species tree 
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topology with a longer branch length of z (Figure 53). 
 
Another observation is that the relationship between the branch lengths x and y under 
the topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E), providing that z is small can change the MRPAST. On 
the one hand, a non-matching topology t88 = (((A,B),E),(C,D)) is returned, if using a 
combination of longer x and shorter y. On the other hand, if using a combination of 
shorter x and longer y, a non-matching topology t103 = ((A,B),(E,(C,D))) is returned 











Figure 44. No pruning 
 under the true species tree topology t1=((((A,B),C),D),E).  






Figure 45. No pruning 
under the true species tree topology t1=((((A,B),C),D),E).  






Figure 46. Pruning 1 taxon randomly 
under the true species tree topology t1=((((A,B),C),D),E).  






Figure 47. Pruning 1 taxa randomly 
under the true species tree topology t1=((((A,B),C),D),E).  






Figure 48. Pruning 2 taxa randomly 






Figure 49. No pruning 






Figure 50. Pruning 1 taxon randomly 








Figure 51. Pruning 2 taxa randomly 






Figure 52. No pruning 
under the true species tree topology t76=(((A,B),C),(D,E)).  






Figure 53. No pruning 
under the true species tree topology t76=(((A,B),C),(D,E)).  






Figure 54. Pruning 1 taxon randomly 
under the true species tree topology t76=(((A,B),C),(D,E)).  






Figure 55. Pruning 1 taxon randomly 
under the true species tree topology t76=(((A,B),C),(D,E)).  






Figure 56. Pruning 2 taxa randomly 





A major goal of evolutionary biology is to gain a better insight of the tree of life, the 
tree of ancestor-descendant relationships for all species. This mission involves 
constructing an estimated species tree with gene trees estimated from many loci. If 
there are missing taxa in the input gene trees (i.e. missing data), a supertree method 
like MRP can be used. In this thesis, under the multispecies coalescent model, there 
were 2 main tasks: to demonstrate the performance of MRP for various simulation 
settings and to illustrate the implementation of MRPAST.  
 
The simulation results show that a matching estimated species tree topology is not 
always returned by MRP even as the sample size approaches infinity. In other words, 
MRP is not statistically consistent. However, the pruning schemes and mutation can 
improve the performance of MRP so that the matching estimated species tree 
topology is returned more often in some cases. In particular, the results suggest that if 
all the input gene trees are randomly pruned to form a rooted triple, the topology of 
the resulting estimated species tree always matches the true species tree topology.  
 
We also show that with infinitely many simulated gene trees and under the consensus 
setting, MRP is equivalent to the greedy consensus for both 4-taxon species trees 
((A,B),(C,D)) and (((A,B),C),D). That is, the same estimated species tree topology is 




One possible extension of this project is to study the performance of MRP for species 
tree with more than 20 taxa with simulation. Another possible extension would be to 
develop the MRPAST further in order to cover the mutation case. It is also a potential 
extension to compare MRP to the greedy consensus for more than 4-taxon species tree. 
In particular, we found an example where MRPAST and the asymptotic consensus 





20-taxon species trees with branch lengths and outgroup taxon U used in 

























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 70. Tree 20 with simulated gene trees. 
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Lists of full ordered 4-taxon and 5-taxon trees used to compute the expected 
value of parsimony score in Chapter 4. The outgroup is omitted. 
 
For 4-taxon case: 
 
tree t1 = (((A,B),C),D);  
tree t2 = (((A,B),D),C); 
tree t3 = (((A,C),B),D); 
tree t4 = (((A,C),D),B); 
tree t5 = (((A,D),B),C); 
tree t6 = (((A,D),C),B); 
tree t7 = (((B,C),A),D); 
tree t8 = (((B,C),D),A); 
tree t9 = (((B,D),A),C); 
tree t10 = (((B,D),C),A); 
tree t11 = (((C,D),A),B); 
tree t12 = (((C,D),B),A); 
tree t13 = ((A,B),(C,D)); 
tree t14 = ((A,C),(B,D)); 











For 5-taxon case: 
 
tree t1 = ((((A,B),C),D),E); 
tree t2 = ((((A,B),C),E),D); 
tree t3 = ((((A,B),D),C),E); 
tree t4 = ((((A,B),D),E),C); 
tree t5 = ((((A,B),E),C),D); 
tree t6 = ((((A,B),E),D),C); 
tree t7 = ((((A,C),B),D),E); 
tree t8 = ((((A,C),B),E),D); 
tree t9 = ((((A,C),D),B),E); 
tree t10 = ((((A,C),D),E),B); 
tree t11 = ((((A,C),E),B),D); 
tree t12 = ((((A,C),E),D),B); 
tree t13 = ((((A,D),B),C),E); 
tree t14 = ((((A,D),B),E),C); 
tree t15 = ((((A,D),C),B),E); 
tree t16 = ((((A,D),C),E),B); 
tree t17 = ((((A,D),E),B),C); 
tree t18 = ((((A,D),E),C),B); 
tree t19 = ((((A,E),B),C),D); 
tree t20 = ((((A,E),B),D),C); 
tree t21 = ((((A,E),C),B),D); 
tree t22 = ((((A,E),C),D),B); 
tree t23 = ((((A,E),D),B),C); 
tree t24 = ((((A,E),D),C),B); 
tree t25 = ((((B,C),A),D),E); 
tree t26 = ((((B,C),A),E),D); 
tree t27 = ((((B,C),D),A),E); 
tree t28 = ((((B,C),D),E),A); 
tree t29 = ((((B,C),E),A),D); 
tree t30 = ((((B,C),E),D),A); 
tree t31 = ((((B,D),A),C),E); 
tree t32 = ((((B,D),A),E),C); 
tree t33 = ((((B,D),C),A),E); 
tree t34 = ((((B,D),C),E),A); 
tree t35 = ((((B,D),E),A),C); 
tree t36 = ((((B,D),E),C),A); 
tree t37 = ((((B,E),A),C),D); 
tree t38 = ((((B,E),A),D),C); 
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tree t39 = ((((B,E),C),A),D); 
tree t40 = ((((B,E),C),D),A); 
tree t41 = ((((B,E),D),A),C); 
tree t42 = ((((B,E),D),C),A); 
tree t43 = ((((C,D),A),B),E); 
tree t44 = ((((C,D),A),E),B); 
tree t45 = ((((C,D),B),A),E); 
tree t46 = ((((C,D),B),E),A); 
tree t47 = ((((C,D),E),A),B); 
tree t48 = ((((C,D),E),B),A); 
tree t49 = ((((C,E),A),B),D); 
tree t50 = ((((C,E),A),D),B); 
tree t51 = ((((C,E),B),A),D); 
tree t52 = ((((C,E),B),D),A); 
tree t53 = ((((C,E),D),A),B); 
tree t54 = ((((C,E),D),B),A); 
tree t55 = ((((D,E),A),B),C); 
tree t56 = ((((D,E),A),C),B); 
tree t57 = ((((D,E),B),A),C); 
tree t58 = ((((D,E),B),C),A); 
tree t59 = ((((D,E),C),A),B); 
tree t60 = ((((D,E),C),B),A); 
tree t61 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E); 
tree t62 = (((A,C),(B,D)),E); 
tree t63 = (((A,D),(B,C)),E); 
tree t64 = (((A,B),(C,E)),D); 
tree t65 = (((A,C),(B,E)),D); 
tree t66 = (((A,E),(B,C)),D); 
tree t67 = (((A,B),(D,E)),C); 
tree t68 = (((A,D),(B,E)),C); 
tree t69 = (((A,E),(B,D)),C); 
tree t70 = (((A,C),(D,E)),B); 
tree t71 = (((A,D),(C,E)),B); 
tree t72 = (((A,E),(C,D)),B); 
tree t73 = (((B,C),(D,E)),A); 
tree t74 = (((B,D),(C,E)),A); 
tree t75 = (((B,E),(C,D)),A); 
tree t76 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)); 
tree t77 = (((A,C),B),(D,E)); 
tree t78 = (((B,C),A),(D,E)); 
tree t79 = (((A,B),D),(C,E)); 
tree t80 = (((A,D),B),(C,E)); 
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tree t81 = (((B,D),A),(C,E)); 
tree t82 = (((A,C),D),(B,E)); 
tree t83 = (((A,D),C),(B,E)); 
tree t84 = (((C,D),A),(B,E)); 
tree t85 = (((B,C),D),(A,E)); 
tree t86 = (((B,D),C),(A,E)); 
tree t87 = (((C,D),B),(A,E)); 
tree t88 = (((A,B),E),(C,D)); 
tree t89 = (((A,E),B),(C,D)); 
tree t90 = (((B,E),A),(C,D)); 
tree t91 = (((A,C),E),(B,D)); 
tree t92 = (((A,E),C),(B,D)); 
tree t93 = (((C,E),A),(B,D)); 
tree t94 = (((B,C),E),(A,D)); 
tree t95 = (((B,E),C),(A,D)); 
tree t96 = (((C,E),B),(A,D)); 
tree t97 = (((A,D),E),(B,C)); 
tree t98 = (((A,E),D),(B,C)); 
tree t99 = (((D,E),A),(B,C)); 
tree t100 = (((B,D),E),(A,C)); 
tree t101 = (((B,E),D),(A,C)); 
tree t102 = (((D,E),B),(A,C)); 
tree t103 = (((C,D),E),(A,B)); 
tree t104 = (((C,E),D),(A,B)); 
tree t105 = (((D,E),C),(A,B)); 
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Construct the EPST equation of a candidate tree from the ordered 4-taxon list.  
 
The consensus part     : 
 
Figure 74. The matrix representation, each tree coded into 2 columns of 0’s and 1’s.  
0 indicates that particular taxon does not occur, and 1 if occur. 
 
 
Figure 75.The corresponding parsimony scores (PS)  









The supertree part     : 
 
Figure 76. The matrix representation,  
each tree coded into 4 columns of 0’s, 1’s and ?’s.  
The first column is where taxon A is deleted,  
(or taxon A is a missing data, indicated as the ? mark) and etc.  
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Figure 77.The corresponding parsimony scores (PS)  
against each tree in the supertree setting. 
The first column of each tree represents the case  
where taxon A is deleted and so forth. 
 
Then, the goal is to find the EPSC and EPSS  by weighting corresponding parsimony 
score with the probability of occurring of each gene tree,             that sum up 
to 1 exactly. 
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For example, for tree 1 (the second rows of Figures 75 and 77), we have: 
 
                                              
                                                    





Finally, one only need to weight the EPSC and EPSS  by the pruning scheme weight 
factor w to produce EPSt. For this tree 1 example   111 1 SCt EPSwEPSwEPS  . 
Similarly, one can follow this procedure to obtain the EPSt equations for the rest trees 
in the 4-taxon trees list, and also for the 5-taxon trees list.  
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Extra results of the analytical equation for 5-taxon species trees  
  
Recall that ((((A,B),C),D),E), (((A,B),(C,D)),E) and (((A,B),C),(D,E)) are the 3 
species tree topologies in Section 4.3 with the same setting. Then, for the true species 
tree topology ((((A,B),C),D),E), only t1, t61 and t76 are considered. Under the true 
species tree topology (((A,B),(C,D)),E), and the EPSt are only calculated for 3 
candidate trees, t67, t88 and t103. Similarly, if the true species tree topology is 
(((A,B),C),(D,E)), and the EPSt are only calculated for t76 and t105. Where, 
t1 = ((((A,B),C),D),E), t61 = (((A,B),(C,D)),E), t76 = (((A,B),C),(D,E)),  
t88 = (((A,B),E),(C,D)), t103 = ((A,B),(E,(C,D))) and t105 = ((A,B),(C,(D,E))).  
 
Let D1 and D2 indicate that exactly 1 or 2 taxa are randomly deleted from the gene 
trees, and the probability of deleting each taxon A, B, C, D and E is equal so that  
dA = dB = dC = dD = dE = 51 . On top of that, let C and S denote the consensus setting, 
no pruning and supertree setting, at least 1taxon randomly pruned, respectively. Then, 
the following 4 pruning schemes are used: (i) ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2);  
(ii) ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2); (iii) ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) and (iv) 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2) 
to produce some plots to indicate the MRPAST under different true species tree 




Figure 78. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2) 






Figure 79. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2) 







Figure 80. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2) 






Figure 81. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2) 







Figure 82. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) 







Figure 83. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) 






Figure 84. With pruning scheme 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2)  







Figure 85. With pruning scheme 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2) 







Figure 86. With pruning ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2) 






Figure 87. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2) 






Figure 88. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) 






Figure 89. With pruning scheme 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2) 







Figure 90. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2) 







Figure 91. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (1D1+ 0D2) 






Figure 92. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2) 







Figure 93. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (½D1+ ½D2) 






Figure 94. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) 







Figure 95. With pruning scheme ½C + ½S (0D1+ 1D2) 







Figure 96. With pruning scheme 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2)  






Figure 97. With pruning scheme 0C + 1S (½D1+ ½D2) 
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